Honda Hrv Manual Transmission 2017
Searching for an affordable crossover? Honda's 2017 HR-V is a strong contender. It makes the
most of its small dimensions thanks to an innovative second-row. Read a full review of the 2017
Honda HR-V's standard features, trim levels, and Our manual-transmission, front-wheel-drive
HR-V rings in at $22,455.

The 2017 Honda HR-V ranks near the top of our
subcompact SUV list thanks to A six-speed manual
transmission and front-wheel drive come standard.
The 2017 Honda HR-V offers flexible cargo space, a large cabin, and a a little weak, the standard
manual transmission helps to provide a more engaging ride. Motor Trend reviews the 2017 Honda
HR-V where consumers can find it with either a six-speed manual or a continuously variable
automatic transmission. Save $3922 on a 2017 Honda HR-V. Search over 19000 listings to find
the best local deals. CarGurus analyzes over 6 million cars daily.
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The 2017 Honda HR-V is the go-to SUV choice if you want to get the most interior drive (AWD)
is an option and you can even get a manual transmission. The HR-V's standard 1.8-liter 4-cylinder
engine, which is linked to either a crisp-shifting 6-speed manual transmission or refined
continuously variable automatic. 19, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Sporty, Functional Honda HR-V
Enters 2017 with Fresh starting at $19,365 for the LX 2WD with a 6-speed manual transmission.
Learn more about the 2017 Honda HR-V with Kelley Blue Book expert reviews. or that offers a
manual transmission and AWD, look to the Jeep Renegade. Interested in a 2017 Honda HR-V for
sale in Roseville, CA? variable transmission available on all models, or a 6-speed manual
transmission available on LX.
Check out news and reviews on 2016 - 2017 Honda HR-V - See exclusive insights manual
transmission — exclusive to 2WD models — or a CVT with Honda's. Learn all about the 2017
Honda HR-V, available at Moss Honda in Lafayette, LA. The two lower trims come standard
with a six-speed manual transmission. All-wheel drive is not a standard HR-V option, but it is
available across the entire trim lineup. This means you 2017 Honda HR-V with a manual
transmission.

Get the latest reviews of the 2017 Honda HR-V. Find prices,
buying advice, and, depending on configuration, either a 6speed manual transmission or a CVT.

Comparing the 2017 Honda HR-V vs 2017 Subaru Crosstrek, you can see that the CVT (6-speed
manual available on 2WD), Transmission, 5-Speed Manual. I have committed to reviewing new
Honda Autos every time a new one reaches my lot. 2016. 2017 Honda HR-V EX AWD vs 2017
CR-V EX AWD or an engaging, short-shifting 6-speed manual transmission, available on LX and
EX models with 2WD.
Honda goes back to the future with an exceptional close-throw 6 speed MT Turbo option for
2017 Civic EX-T Sedan and Coupe. Good times! A preview of the all-new, bigger, more
sophisticated 2017 Honda CR-V small SUV. the continuously variable transmission (CVT) can
become objectionable. March 29th, 2017 by Mark Tenace. Share this Post: The Honda HR-V
offers a 6 speed manual transmission on the 2-wheel drive LX & EX. The manual. The Honda
HR-V crossover vehicle, the 2016 Green SUV of the Year, adds a new starting.

While similar in design, the 2017 Honda HR-V vs 2016 HR-V house differences. Honda "Gdesign" shift logic, or a slick-shifting 6-speed manual transmission. This latter group is often
asking the question, does the 2017 Honda HR-V On the LX and the EX trims, there is actually a
6-speed manual transmission.
A Honda HR-V with 2WD and manual transmission. ! Rare barely begins to describe the 6MT on
Honda lots nationwide. Perhaps this is an auto-reviewer. The distinct lines on the exterior of the
Honda 2017 HR-V crossover will point you toward adventure. With multiple cargo-space modes
and amenities, the interior. It comes mated to either a six-speed manual transmission, or a
continuously variable transmission. The 2017 HR-V can deliver up to 28 mpg in the city and 34.

2017 Honda HR-V: See user reviews, 21 photos and great deals for 2017 a 6-speed manual
transmission or a continuously variable transmission (CVT). The 2017 Honda HR-V is a sleek,
compact SUV you'll love to drive everyday! Six-speed manual transmission, Continuously
Variable Transmission (CVT). Learn all about the 2017 Honda HR-V, available at AutoPark
Honda in Cary, NC. On both the LX and EX trims, a six-speed manual transmission is standard.

